
Rookie Corner - 132 by Starhorse
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Across

6 Fellow soldiers 
policing area (5)

9 Let loose each April, 
set off for the islands 
(11)

10 Film of May finally 
being associated with 
a little cocaine? (5)

11 Chooses to be at 
home inside, like 
Billy? (9)

12 Stolen furniture 
spotted in nurseries 
(7)

14 Filters out small 
amounts (7)

15 Extremely puerile, 
arrogant son - an 
awful, unwelcome 
character (7,3,5)

19 Offensive lines in 
play by old boy (7)

21 Present numbers 
about absences (2-5)

23 Discover a canister's 
damaged (9)

25 Pugilist starts to box 
irresponsibly in 
defence (5)

26 Star of 10 reportedly 
fell near Staffordshire 
town (6,5)

27 Predator that's not 
quite as impressive as 
an albatross (5)

Down

1 Uncle misstating the 
rules of chess? (8)

2 Weapon wound 
around one hand the 
last to be surrendered 
(8)

3 Wedding planner 
whose counterpart has 
more energy? (6)

4 Provided sustenance 
for leaders of Kenya -
even provided tent (4)

5 Instrument tenors 
bash randomly (6,4)

6 Modifying drug (not 
Ecstasy), gradually to 
start with (8)

7 Can the Spanish 
change in America? 
(6)

8 King's relatives 
murder revolutionary 
after never-ending 
quarrel (6)

13 Unnerve members of 
staff with post-match 
instruction? (5,5)

16 Ignore end of verse 
after poet admits 
blunder (8)

17 A very old shop 
initially stocks what's 
regularly seen in 
orchard i.e. fruit (8)

18 He approves when 
Sibyl hoards books 
(8)

19 Recently Italian 

dramatist returned 
behind schedule (2,4)

20 Expression, for 
example, in the 
middle of Wigan (6)

22 Take fruit - primarily 
melons and pears -
seen at the bottom of 
small vineyard (6)

24 Bragged twice about 
win (4)


